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In this blog:  

 Arlo the Dog update 

 Readers out to grass! 

 When the decorators move in…..  

 Demise of the Stick 

Arlo the Dog  

For those of you who commented so kindly on our ancient lurcher last month – here is Arlo much improved having 

been to the beach at 6 am every morning for the last three weeks. He has even caught the occasional wave, is 

enjoying his food and is pictured here back with his ball- his much favoured stick having gone on an adventure. 

(Photo at the end!)  

 

Readers Out to Grass? 

The following stream of thought is one of those with some creative suggestions mixed with a little professional dark 

humour in what is a serious matter to many Readers.  I leave it to you to sort the creative ideas and common sense 

from the escapist musing! 

Recently I have had a number of long chats with Readers in different parts of the diocese about their ministries. The 

common theme at the moment has been that following a period of transition when a new incumbent has arrived 

that Readers who filled in valiantly are then side-lined.   

 



Examples include: 

 Not being asked to do any funerals from doing many 

 Not being involved in ministry staff meetings if any occur. 

 Where AMD is supporting the incumbent, the Reader not being to be involved or asked to contribute. 

 Finding it difficult to speak to an incumbent about work agreements and other matters relevant to Reader 

Ministry. 

By contrast there are Readers who are really looking forward to giving a few things up if only someone were 

appointed and others whose incumbents rely on them as an integral part of the team so the picture is widely varied!  

What are the choices if you find yourself on the side-line? These thoughts are not meant as a comment on anyone I 

have spoken to but more as a basis for general discussion.  It would be lovely if others could add their own ideas to 

help those searching for other avenues to Reader ministry. 

Here are some ideas – first the sensible  

i. Pray about it.  

ii. Assume that the side-lining is God’s telling you to take time out to read, garden or sort your books by author, 

genre and size or visit the Pearson Library or go on retreat. 

iii. Take a dispassionate look at what the church needs in your patch and see if that coincides with what you 

want to give. Are there plenty of other folks to preach, pray or serve? 

iv. Do some ‘self-assessment’ and analyse the quality of your own preaching / teaching / pastoral work. You 

could also ask for some feedback from other ministers. Is the message of your preaching consistent with the 

vision of the incumbent / needs of the congregation? I knew a Rev Canon who managed to introduce the 

Ffestiniog railway into every sermon and a Reader who spoke of the virtues of apartheid in South Africa and 

another who quoted frequently at length in Greek!  

v. Are you feeling pushed out by worship leaders? Have you considered offering to help them with talks, 

helping plan and looking out material to encourage them? 

vi. Speak to Shelly Porter about teaching on worship leader’s courses, or to Sarah Acraman about assisting or 

leading safeguarding training. 

vii. Offer yourself to the local Methodist minister to help out on the plan if they are stuck. 

viii. Look around the church and consider whose vocations you might encourage and how. 

ix. Talk to the chaplain or rail at your Spiritual Director. 

x. Invite your incumbent out for lunch somewhere nice and instigate a conversation in which you talk about: 

o How they are and what they find most stressful / most pleasing. 

o Their vision and where they see you and others fitting in with it 

o What they need from you that would be helpful. 

o What you can do to make yourself more useful- e.g. refresh your funeral training, go on a course 

about baptism preparation or read up on Romans in order to run a Bible study. 

 

Failing that you could always….. 

 

I. Set up your own house church in competition. 

II.  Show other preachers how bored you are and in need of being given the preaching slot by participating in 

some sermon time games. You could hand out a set of numbered cards to hold up for a score at the end of 

each sermon for example or for sheer devilment pick some random verses from the Bible and present them 

to the preacher at the end of the service without comment.  

 

But before choosing whichever option you think might be for you do pray some more.  

 



Some amusing ‘memes’ from the internet about preaching and sermons. 

 

                                                                

            

            

        

  

 

Some funnies that 

might raise a smile. 

Some that might 

perplex and some that 

make one frown…..  



When the Decorators Move in. 

Next month Lez and I will have been married 45 

years and the only thing we have ever really 

argued about is decorating so it is probably not 

surprising that we have been putting off 

decorating the hall and lounge for about a decade!   

These days I only subtly influence the decision 

though the fireplace is being painted in my choice: 

It’s a technique that many men employ which is to 

work out what answer their spouse /partner wants 

and then support it with just enough enthusiasm 

to make a decision. Beware! Too much enthusiasm 

raises suspicion and the discussion goes back to 

the beginning.  

Actually these days I have grown to like Lez’s taste 

anyway so that solves the problem. I think I chose 

the tiles for the fireplace but Lez probably pointed 

me in the right direction. These days we laugh a lot 

about the way we see colours differently especially 

greeny greys and bluey greys! 

So for the last few week or so and for the next 

week, having emptied the lounge of everything, 

we have been encamped in the conservatory 

surrounded by the pieces of the suite watching the 

transformation. I confess that I am not looking 

forward to putting all the furniture back and 

rehanging the guitars.  

In our churches it is no wonder that we take so 

long to do anything; most of us don’t want to argue or to upset people and in the absence of clues as to what to 

do we maintain the status quo.  Sometimes we are just there so long we  develop a scotoma for the things that 

are unattractive, unhelpful or just plain off-putting and cease to see them. As a Reader who will hawk his 

preaching virtually anywhere I am invited (there are lots of preachers in our benefice so I usually get on the rota 

once every six weeks) I try and tread a fine line between pointing out what lies in the blind spots and building 

people up. A widely accepted rule of thumb is that for every negative comment you need ten positive ones.  

Ephesians: “Do not let any unwholesome talk come out of your mouths, but only what is helpful for 

building others up according to their needs, that it may benefit those who listen.”  

 

The Demise of Arlo’s Stick! 

 



and as the stick wanders out with the current toward Gull Rock so do my prayers meander their way too. Staring at 

the waves at 6:30 am on a very quiet beach is a wonderful place and time to offer up to God those folk who are 

much in my thoughts – most of them Readers who are going through tricky times or tough treatments.  

 

"God be with you at each stop  

and each sea; 

At each lying down  

and each rising up; 

In the trough of the waves,  

on the crest of the billows. 

Each step of the journey you take." 

 

Amen 


